Hi, my name is George Bennis. Thanks for downloading my free report.
My interest in Feng Shui began when my Tai Qi teacher mentioned the subject over dinner one night in Sydney’s Chinatown. I asked to learn Feng Shui from him. This request was refused. I was informed that Feng Shui was a ‘Chinese Secret’.
After repeated requests to learn, I was set a test that Master Peter Yu was sure I would fail. I was given a task to identify the reason why 4 businesses in Chinatown had closed down. If correctly identified, I would then be taught. After much deliberation, I successfully identified the Feng Shui problems that had lead to the business failure, much to my teacher’s surprise! I was then taught the principles of Feng Shui and how it applied to the Urban Landscape.
Further investigation revealed that in order to become a professional consultant I must learn the ‘Flying Star’ compass system.
Chinese Flying Star specialist, Master Joseph Yu, then trained me in this art. Master Yu has a background in Physics and Mathematics from the University of Hong Kong.
In 2007, after 14 years of study and practice, I was awarded the title ‘Master of Feng Shui’, by him.
In order to provide authentic Feng Shui information and training to a global audience, I created ‘Feng Shui Courses Online’.
It is my pleasure to share this report with you, so that you may have some insight into authentic Feng Shui. I trust that you will enjoy the report.

Live Long & Prosper

Master George Bennis

P.S. For more great trainings like this one, I invite you to join my Facebook
Feng Shui Myth #1

The wealth sector is in the far left hand corner of your home

- There is no static, unchanging part of a house that represents wealth
- The quality of qi (pronounced chee) changes with direction and time
- The qi that relates to wealth can be in different positions at different times
- There are some houses where there is no “wealth corner”
Feng Shui Myth #2

Leaving the toilet seat up will drain the wealth out of the house (but you might be in trouble with your partner if you do)

Leaving the toilet seat down has more to do with hygiene and good manners than with feng shui

However, if the wealth qi is in the toilet then closing the lid when flushing may help to stop the wealth flowing away

Having the wealth qi in the toilet is a bad location

A feng shui master would of recommended to people who had the wealth qi in their toilet, to keep the lid closed to stop the wealth being washed away. This is how this Myth may of originated.
Feng Shui Myth #3

Placing a Money Frog at the door will bring wealth

• The Jin Chan, known as ‘The Money Frog’ or ‘Toad’ is also known as the ‘Golden Toad’ in Asia.
• There are many legends about how the Jin Chan got its’ name and reputation
• It is a symbol of prosperity, a guardian of wealth and bringer of good fortune
• Whilst it may represent good fortune, it does not bring wealth or prosperity to a house or business
• It is a mythological creature that sits on a pile of coins, with one in its’ mouth
• It is the qi of wealth, destiny and effort that brings wealth to a person, not a statue of a toad.
Feng Shui Myth #4

Painting your door red door brings prosperity

• In Ancient China only wealthy people could afford to buy paint. Traditionally they painted the door red and the window sills green
• If someone had a red door then it was an indicator that they were prosperous
• Therefore, in china the colour red became synonymous with wealth
• However, painting your door red will not bring prosperity. In some cases it may be disastrous
• If you have the current wealth Qi at your door then the colour red (a fire element) may enhance the wealth qi
Feng Shui Myth #5

The Romance sector is in the far right hand corner of the house

- It is said to place paired Mandarin ducks, flowing water, rose quartz crystal or flowers in the ‘Romance Corner” to attract a partner or to spice up your love life
- Mandarin ducks mate for life, so in Asia they are a symbol of marriage. Flowers and rose quartz crystals are also symbols of love and marriage
- ‘Symbols’ do not bring the experience to you.
- Your destiny, along with the qi for romance and marriage and your action does
- Qi that relates to ‘attraction’ and romance is in different locations in each home
Feng Shui Myth #6

Place a Money Cat on the counter and it brings wealth to your business

- The Money, fortune or lucky cat is a Japanese symbol of good luck. It is also known as the ‘Beckoning Cat’
- When placed on the counter or near the entrance it is said to ‘beckon customers in’
- As a symbol, it does not bring wealth into a store
- If the qi for wealth is where the Cat is located, the movement of the paw may activate wealth luck
- If it is located in the bad luck qi, it may activate misfortune
Feng Shui Myth #7

The number 4 brings bad luck

• The number 4 sounds like the word for death in Chinese
• For some Chinese they will not live in a house or apartment or work in an office if the number 4 is in the address
• It is not the number itself, it is the sound of saying it, that causes problems for some Chinese
• For other nationalities saying ‘four’ does not sound like the word ‘death’ so it is not a problem
• The Irish consider a four leaf clover very lucky
• Feng Shui is not numerology
Feng Shui Myth #8

The number 8 brings good luck

- The word for the number 8, (Ba) sounds like the word for fortune (Fa), in Chinese
- For some Chinese they want the number 8 for their house, licensee plate, address, telephone numbers, setting dates on a calendar and the name of their businesses etc
- It is not the number itself, it is what it sounds like, that is of importance for some Chinese
- The 8 ball is the last ball you sink, to win, in pool. 8 is a symbol of good luck for some in the Western world as well.
- Feng Shui is not numerology
Feng Shui Myth #9

Water at the front entrance brings career success and wealth

- In Feng Shui, water is responsible for wealth
- If wealth qi or career success is located at the front entrance then it may bring increased opportunities to create wealth and career advancement
- However, many homes and business premises do not have the wealth or career qi at the front entrance
- For some buildings, water at the main entrance can be disastrous
Feng Shui Myth #10

Lucky Bamboo will increase your luck

• A ‘Lucky Bamboo' plant is said to bring good fortune, success and good luck
• Most ‘Lucky Bamboo’ isn’t even bamboo, it is a plant related to the lily family
• Often given as presents, especially when moving to a new business premises
• A plant can not bring you fortune, unless it is of commercial or medicinal value
• However, some illegal plants may bring misfortune if you are caught in possession of them
• ‘Lucky Bamboo’ may be used in authentic Feng Shui practise, where the ‘Wood’ element is required to enhance the academic or romance qi